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After proving a generalized version of Garkavi’s theorem, we give as applications 
proofs of existence results on best approximation by polynomials, and fractional 
linear and holomorphic operators between Banach spaces. We also obtain theorems 
on best approximation by some types of rational functions defined in open subsets 
of Banach spaces. By considering a natural non-normablc distance we prove that 
every mapping bounded on the bounded subsets of a Banach space has best 
approximation by polynomials of degree less than or equal to a lixed natural 
number n. C 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. IN~RODU~TI~N 
A classical result of Ch. de la Vallke-Poussin [ 133 states that every real 
continuous function on [ - I, 1 ] has a best approximation in the set of all 
functions of the form P(x)/Q(x) where P and Q are real polynomials of 
degree less than or equal to nz and n, respectively, and Q(x)>0 for every 
XE [ - 1, 11. Walsh Cl43 proved a similar result for complex functions, 
continuous in a perfect subset of the complex plane. Cheney and Loeb [3] 
considered the problem of best approximation by ratios of trigonometric 
functions. Newman and Shapiro [IO], Rice [ll], and Rohem [2] studied 
the existence of best approximation by quotients of finite linear combina- 
tions of real continuous functions in topological spaces. Other aspects of 
the theory of best approximation by similar functions have been studied by 
many authors. 
When U is a non-void open bounded subset of a complex Banach space 
E and F is also a complex Banach space, it makes sense to consider poly- 
nomials from U into F defined through continuous multilinear mappings 
from E into F. In this article WC study the existence of best approximation 
of bounded mappings from ZJ into F by certain quotients of polynomials 
from I/ into F by polynomials from II into d= (i.e., rational mappings from 
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L’ into F). The proof of our results depends on the compactness of certain 
subsets of holomorphic (i.e., Gateaux-differentiable and continuous) 
mappings from U into F. We also prove results on best approximation of 
bounded mappings from c’ into F by holomorphic and polynomial map- 
pings from U into F. 
We denote by IX (U; F) the vector space of all bounded mappings from 
U into F with the norm 
!I./) I = SUP{ ;If‘(X)li; XE Li}, fEl=(u; F). 
The vector subspace of I “( U; F) formed by all bounded holomorphic map- 
pings from U into F is denoted by %‘I:( U; F). We prove in Section 3 that, 
when F is a dual space, every f~ l”(U; F) has a best approximation in 
.m%( U; F) and, as a corollary to this result, that .f has a best approxima- 
tion in the set of all continuous polynomials from E into F with degree less 
than or equal to n. 
A mapping .f’~ P”( U; F) is called a rational mapping of type (m, if) if 
there arc continuous polynomials P from E into F and Q from E into C 
of degrees less than or equal to m and n, respectively, such that 
f(x) Q(X) = P(x) for every x in U and Q is not identically zero in U. We 
denote the set of all such mappings by 9;;:;.n,( U; F). In Section 4 we prove 
the existence of best approximations of ,f~ I”( U; F) by elements of 
w -x (nr,n,( U; F) when dim(E) < + cc and F is a dual space. We also prove that 
when dim(E) = +x and F is @ there exist best approximations of 
.~IZ I”((/; C) by elements of %‘&,(U; C) and .%‘,“,.,,(U; C). The problem is 
open for the other values of m and n, but we conjecture that at least for 
the cases m = 1, n E fV, F= @, we should have results of existence on best 
approximation by rational functions of this type. 
We denote by &(E; F) the vector space of all mappings from E into F 
which are bounded over the bounded subsets of E. The locally convex 
topology rb in $,(E; F) of the uniform convergence over the bounded 
subsets of E is metrizable but non-normable in general. In Section 5 we 
prove results of best approximation of f E &(E; F) by polynomial man- 
pings from E into F with respect to a metric defining rh. 
It is well known that the vector space of all compact linear mappings 
from E into F may be antiproximinal in the Banach space of all continuous 
linear mappings from E into F (see Holmes and Kripkc [7]). However 
Deutsch it al. proved in [4] that, when F is a dual space, the set of 
continuous linear mappings from E into F of finite rank N (i.e., mappings 
whose images arc contained in vector subspaces of dimension N) is 
proximinal in the Banach space of all bounded linear mappings from E 
into F. In Section 6, with the help of a result communicated to us by 
J. Mujica and a result of K. Floret [5], WC show how theorems of this rype 
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are easily proved for holomorphic, rational, and polynomial mappings of 
finite rank N. 
The lemma (and its corollary) proved in Section 2 is fundamental for the 
proofs of our results. It generalizes a result of Garkavi [6] and it is stated 
in greater generality than is necessary for our applications in greater 
generality than is necessary for our applications but, since it is interesting 
in itself, we felt we should state and prove it in this way. 
2. THE FUNDAMENTAL LEMMA 
If X is a separated topological vector space over K (C or R) with 
topology z we consider the set Y(X) of all functions cp from X into R 
such that (i) q(x) > 0 for every x E X, (ii) cp is continuous in X, (iii) for 
every bounded subset B of X we have /14011~ d diam cp, where ljcpllB = 
sup(t~$t);teB} anddiam~=sup(cp(x);x~X)=sup(~(~-x);Y,xEX}. 
2.1. EXAMPLES. (a) If p E (0, 1 ] and g is a non-zero continuous 
p-seminorm in (X; z) then gEY(X) with diam g= +a~. 
(b) If p E (0, 11 and the topology z of X is defined by a sequence 
(qn)zZ 1 of p-seminorms in X, then we may consider 
Cc 
4n(x) 
q(x)=n;l 2-” 1 +qJx)’ VXEX 
and 
4x2 Y)=4o(Y-x), vx, YEX. 
Then d is a metric defining the topology z of X. It is clear that cp is 
continuous in X and that diam cp = 1. In order to show that cp E Y(X) it is 
enough to prove that for IZ = 1,2, . . . and for every non-empty bounded 
subset B of (X, r) 
which implies II~ljB < 1 = diam 40. If (1) were not true there would be a 
positive integer IZ such that for every k = 1,2, . . . we could find xAe B 
satisfying 
%2(x/J 
1 + CL(&) 
>l-1. 
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This would give qn(xk) > k - 1 for every k = 1, 2, . . . . But this is impossible 
since y,, has to be bounded over B. 
(c) If q is a non-zero continuous quasi-seminorm in (X, r) then 
qE.‘P(X) with diam q= +w. 
2.2. DEFINITION. If (X, r) is a separated topological vector space over K 
and q E :9(X), a non-empty subset Y of A’ is said to have the Chehyshe:: 
center property in X relutive to 43 if for every non-empty bounded subset B 
of X there isfE Y such that 
sup cp(f‘- zc) = gfl!, sup cp( g - .u). 
XCB x F H 
In this case j‘is called a Chebyshev center of B relative to Y and cp, and the 
right-hand side of (2) is called the radius of Chehyshcv of B relative to Y 
and cp. If B= {x} ive get (2) writen in the form 
cp(f-x)=;z’, cpk-xl (3) 
and we say that f is a best approximation ef x in Y relative to cp. If this 
happens for all XE X we say that Y is proximinal in X relative to cp. When 
there is no doubr about the cp which is being considered we drop out the 
reference to cp (e.g., Y has the relative Chebyshev center property in A’, ,f 
is a Chebyshev center of X relative to Y, etc). 
When Y is proximinal in X relative to cp and cp--‘({O})= {0}, then it is 
quite simple to prove that Y is a closed subset of X for the topology t. 
2.3. LEMMA. Let (X, T) be a separated topological vector space over U6 
and let q be an element of 9’(X). If A, = {t E R; It\ < r > we consider a 
separated topology ct in X compatible with the vector space structure such 
that cp ‘(A,) is o-closed for every r E [0, diam cp). We denote 
K,.,(B)= {xEX;xEb+cp -‘(d,)Vb~Bj. 
Zf Y is a non-empty subset of X such that Y n K,,(B) is a-countably compact 
for every r E [0, diam cp) and every non-empty bounded subset B of (X, T), 
then Y has the Chebyshev center property in X relative to q. 
Proof For a non-empty bounded subset B of (X, t) we consider 
rB= inf sup cp(y-t)<diamcp 
YE y 1en 
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and we define fB(x) = sup(cp(x - 1); t E B} for every x in X. For p E DB we 
have 
{xEX;(P(X-t)<p}=t+q-‘(A,,) 
a-closed for every t E B. Hence fe is a-lower semicontinuous in X and, 
consequently, for n = 1, 2, . . . and 6 = min{ 1, diam cp - rH} 
is relatively a-closed in Y. We also have C,, , c C, and 
Yn K,,+ z la,,,(B) 2 C, for every IZ > 2. Since Yn K,,, z la,,,(B) is o-coun- 
tably compact, it follows that n;T=, C, # 4. Hence we have rB = 
sup{ cp(S- t); t E B} for each f E (J:=, C,. This means that each element of 
(I,y=,C,isaCh b h e ys ev center of B relative to Y and cp. Q.E.D. 
2.4. COROLLARY. Let X be u vector space over Db and let q he either u 
p-norm (p E (0, I]) or a quasi-norm in X. If rs is a topology in X compatible 
with the vector space structwe such that 8,,,(O) = {.x E X, q(x) < 1) is 
a-closed and Y is a non-empty subset of‘ X such that { y E Y; q(y) 6 r} is 
o-countubly compact for every r>O, then Y has the Chebyshev center 
property in X relative to q. 
Proof: First we note that q ‘(A,) = {XE X; q(x) < r} = B,,(O) is the 
closed ball of center 0 and radius r with respect to q. If q is a p-norm 
q-‘(d,)=r’!j’B,,,(O), and, if q is a quasi-norm q-*(A,)=rB,,,(O). In any 
case q ‘(A,) is a-closed. If B is a non-empty bounded subset of (X, q), then 
there is p > 0 such that sup(q(t); t E B} < p. If r > 0 and q is a p-norm we 
have 
YnK,,,(B)= () (YG Kq(y-b)Gr) 
= {YE Y;cl(Y)dr+pl- 
If q is a quasi-norm, we know that there is M> 0 such that 
q(z + t) < Mq(z) + My(t) for all z and t in X. Hence 
YnK,,,(B)c {YE Y;dY)GW-+p)}. 
In any case WC get Y n K,,,(B) a-countably compact. Now we apply 
Lemma 2.3 with cp = q. Q.E.D. 
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3. BEST APPROXIMATION BY HOLOMORPHIC OPERATORS 
In this section we consider E a complex Banach space, C’ a non-void 
bounded open subset of E, and F= G* a dual Banach space. We denote by 
I z ( U; F) the vector space of all bounded mappings from c’ into F normed 
by 
‘IfI’, = sup{ !!f‘(x)llr XE U) V’EI’(U; F). 
The Banach subspace of 1 FL (U; F) formed by all bounded holomorphic (i.e., 
Gbteaux-differentiable and continuous) mappings from U into F will be 
denoted by .%” (U; F). The locally convex topology in I*. (ti; F) generated 
by the seminorms 
for f‘~ i z (L!; F), K a compact subset of U, and .V E G, is denoted by r$. The 
compact-open topology in I’“( U; F) is indicated by r. and it is clear that 
rO = T$ when F is a finite-dimensional Banach space. 
3.1. THEOREM. (1) I” V is u Cectur subspace of‘ I” (U: F) containing 
X “( U; F), then A?““( U; F) has the relatice Chebyshec center proper?;. 
(hence, it is proximinal) in 3”. 
(2) !j’ W’ is a r,*-closed subset of‘ &Os( U; F) und Y- is u uector suh- 
space qf I” (U; F) containing W, then W has fhe relative Chehyshec cenlef 
property’ in Y‘. 
Proof: (1) is a consequence of Corollary 2.4 if we prove that 
~,={J‘~~~((C’;F):l;.f‘il~~r) 
is r,*-compact for every r 20. By the generalized Montel’s theorem (see 
Barroso et ul. [ 11) a, is r,*-relatively compact in X’( &i; (F, a(F; G))). Here 
%( U; (F, a(F; G))) denotes the vector space of all holomorphic (i.e., 
Gdteaux-differentiable and continuous) mappings from L’ into (F, a(& G)) 
and cr(F; G) denotes the weak topology in F defined by G. If f‘ is in the 
r,*-closure of a, in .#( U; (F, o(F, G))) there is a net (fX)yi, in 99, which is 
r$-convergent oj: It follows that (\f;(x)(~)l)~~, converges to If(~)(z)1 for 
every x E c’ and z E G. Hence 
111’11 1. = SUP I.fb)(z)l G r 
reci. r.si 
\tli 
and .f~ I r (U; F). Since X”“( 15’; F) is r,*-closed in 1 z (U; F) it follows that 
YE.%,. Hence .%, is r,*-compact. 
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Part (2) is a consequence of Corollary 2.4 since 
Wnk%,= {fEW;!If/I,<r) 
is r,*-compact. Q.E.D. 
Part (2) of this theorem gives results of best approximation by polyno- 
mial operators. In order to give the precise results of this type we fix the 
notation we are going to use. If n = 1, 2, . . . we consider the complex vector 
space .L?‘(“E; F) of all continuous n-linear mappings from E” into F. We 
denote by .Y(“E; F) the vector space formed by all mappings P from E into 
F such that there is A E L?‘(“E; F) satisfying’ P(X) = ,4(x, . . . . x) = Ax” for all 
x E E. For n = 0 the vector space 9(‘E; F) is formed by all constant map- 
pings from E into F. The elements of B(“E, F), n = 0, I, . . . . are called 
n-homogeneous continuous polynomiuls from E into F, If we set 
IlPll = SUP{ IIP(x)ll; lbll G 1) VPEB(“E; F) 
then g(“E; F) is a Banach space and it is not difficult to show that (1. II cc 
is an equivalent norm in this space. Hence we may consider 9(“E; F) as a 
Banach subspace of I “(U; F) through the restriction mapping to U. 
A mapping P: E + F is called a continuous polynomial of degree less 
than or equal to mEN={O,l,...} if P=P,+P,+ .-.+P, for some 
P, E 9( ‘E; F), j = 0, 1, . . . . m. The vector space of all such mappings will be 
denoted by pm(E; F). For all n, m E N the subspaces Y(“E; F) and gm(E; F) 
are $-closed in Z’“( U; F). Hence, from Theorem 3.1, part (2), it follows 
that the following results are true for all n, m E N. 
3.2. COROLLARY (1) The vector space Y%(E; F) of all continuous poly- 
nomials from E into F of degree less than or equal to m has the relutive 
Chehyshev center property (hence, it is proximinul) in 1 “(U; F). 
(2) The vector space 9’(nE, F) of all continuous n-homogeneous poly- 
nomials from E into F bus the relative Chebyshev center property (hence, it 
is proximinal) in I “( U; F). 
The special case of part (2) in Corollary 3.2 was proved by Roversi in 
L-121. 
4. BEST APPROXIMATION BY RATIONAL MAPPINGS 
In this section E is a complex Banach space, U is a non-empty bounded 
open subset of E, and F is a complex dual Banach space. 
We denote by W$.nJ (U; F) the set of all f E X”( U; F) such that there 
are polynomials PE gm( E; F), Q E Y”( E; C) satisfying Q(x) J’(x) = P(x) for 
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every x E U with Q not identically zero in U. The elements of %?i?;rm,n,( G’; F) 
are called hounded rational mappings of type (m: n) from U into F. We note 
that: 
(i) The elements of :#$JU; F) arc the restrictions to c’ of the 
polynomials of degree less than or equal to M. 
(ii) If fe:%&,( U; F) there are CE F: Q E .Yn(E; C) such that 
Q(~).f(x) = c for every x E U and Q is not identically zero in U. Ifj‘is not 
the constant mapping 0 we have Q. f not identically zero in an open dense 
subset of Cl. Hence c # 0 and it follows that .f(x) # 0 and Q(X) # 0 for every 
x E U. Therefore f(x) = ~/Q(X) for every x E U. 
(iii) The elements of 9;;. , ,( U; F) are called bounded linear fractional 
mappings from U into F. 
The next lemma is fundamental in the proof of the results we get on best 
approximation by rational mappings. 
4.1. LEMMA. Let .9?r he the subset of .% &,,( U; F) .fbrmed by rhosr map- 
pings f such that 11 f 1, ~ d I’. Zf (f;),“= , is a sequence of elements of .“A,, ;hen 
there are f E .#‘“( U; F), x,, E U, and a suhnet (ji,,), c, q/’ (i;.) ,f= , such /hot 
( fjJae , contlerges to f in the sense of the topology sz and, .for el;ery finite- 
dimensional vector suhspace S of E with x0 E S, WV haw f 1 U n S as an 
element of 2,“,,,,,( U n S; F). 
Proof For every j= 1.2, . . . there are Pin pm(E; F), Qje *,(E; C) such 
that Qj(x)f;(x)= P,(x) for every XE U and Qj is not identically zero in U. 
With no loss of generality we may take ,lQjli r = 1 for every j= 1. 2, . . . . 
Hence II P,li I < r’ for every j= 1, 2, . . . . By the generalized version of 
Montel’s theorem we can get f E X”,( U; F), PE ?P,(E; F), Q E Y”(E; C), 
and a subnet (f,JZE, of (f;.)T_, such that (fJ3C19 (P,,LEIv and (QJlcc 
converge respectively to .f, P, and Q in the sense of the topology t$. It is 
clear that ,f‘(x) Q(x) = P(x) for every XE U. Ifj’is identically zero in U the 
lemma is already proved. If f is not identically zero we consider the sets 
Aj= {XE II; Q,(x)#O}, j= 1, 2, . . . . and A = {.YE U; f(x)#Oj. These sets 
are open dense subsets of U. Hence, by Baire’s theorem, B = A n (n,:=, AI) 
is dense in U and there is x0 E U such that f(xo) 50 and Qj(xo) $0 for 
every j = 1, 2, .._. If S is a finite-dimensional vector subspace of E with 
x0 E S, then U n S is relatively compact in S and we have llQjll CC, s = 
sup{ IIQj(x)il; x E 15’ n S} = sup{ IIQ,(x)/l; x E U A S} = I!Q,IIL.. Since 
tQ,)rte, converges to Q for 7: in E WC have (!!Q,,J=),. , converging to 
II QIIx. By dividing Q j and P, by !I Qjll~ we may consider 
IIQ,I[m= 1 for every j= 1, 2, . . . . It follows that IlQll~= 1 and Q is not 
identically zero in U n S. Hence f I U n S is an element of Wg,,,( L’n S; F). 
Q.E.D. 
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We remark that the above proof does not provide us with Q not identi- 
cally zero in U since we modified the Qi’s when we divided them by 
llQillm. Now we can prove the following results. 
4.2. THEOREM. When dim(E) < x 
*hen b& If -f ” 1.~ a ejector s&space of I “( U; F) containing 9&,,( U; F), 
(,,,,,( U; F) has the relatit‘e Chebyshev center property (hence, it is 
proximinal) in “V. 
(ii) rf -w‘ is a non-empty 7,*-closed subset of B?&,)( U; F) and Y is a 
L;ector subspace of I “‘(U; F) containing *ly, then -w‘ has the relatioe 
Chebysheu center property in V. 
4.3. THEOREM. (i) If‘ 3’ is a l;ector subspace of I “( U; @) containing 
.22~,,,)( U; @) (respectively, S;,l,( (I; C)), then W&,( U; @) (respectkely, 
.%&,( U; @)) hus the relutice Chebyshev center property in V. 
(ii) If YV is u r,-closed non-empty subset of either .!J?&,( U; c) or 
9:. , ,( U; @) and V is a vector-subspace of 1 “(U; a=) containing “w‘, then YV 
has the relative Chebysheu center property in V. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. (i) follows from Corollary 2.4 since, when E 
has finite dimension, Lemma 4.1 implies that 9r = {f tz 9;,n,( U; F); 
;I f II 3(! < r} is rz-countably compact. Part (ii) follows from the fact that 
9r n YV = (,f~ “ly; I:fli oD Q r} is rz-countably compact. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Part (i) will be proved as a consequence of 
Corollary 2.4 if we show that 9, = {f E .%?,"m,,,( U  Q:); II f II a; < r} is rO-coun- 
tably compact when (a) m = 0 and (b) m = n = 1. 
Case (a). Let (jj):. , be a sequence in 99,. By Lemma 4.1 we know that 
there are f E.X30(U; C), X~E U, a subset (S/,)le, of (j;);^=, such that 
(.fi.Lel converges to f in the sense of the topology TV, and, for every tinite- 
dimensional vector subspace S of E with X,E& we have 
f I Un SEW&,( U n S; C). Since II f II ~ d r it is enough to show that 
f E W&,(U; C). If f = 0 this is trivial. We suppose .f# 0. For each above- 
mentioned S we can find cs E ,Yo(S; C) = C and Qs E Yn(S; C) such that 
f(x) = cJQ”(x) for every x E U n S and QS(x) # 0 for every x E U n S. (See 
the remark about 9$..,,( I/; F) made at the beginning of this section.) By 
examining the proof of Lemma 4.1 it is clear we may consider j(xo) # 0. 
Hence cs # 0 for every S and we may consider cs = 1 for every S. We con- 
sider the Taylor series developments of Q, and f aroud x0 and we write 
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where ~;E.Y(~E,C) for j~f+J(, Q~E~(‘S;@) for j=O, l,...,n, and the 
equality holds true in a neighborhood of x,, in U n S. Since .f‘. Qs= 1 in 
C’n S the unicity of the Taylor series development implies that in S WC 
have 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.f,Q:+.r,,-,Q.:+ ... +foQ:=o 
fkQ;+.f,-,Q:‘+ ... +fLQ;l‘=o> for k>n+l. 
Hence, since .fO = f(xo) # 0, we have f a+ ’ # 0 and the first n + 1 above 
equations have a unique solution Qc, . . . . Qz defined in S by expressions in 
terms of 1, fo, . . . . f,, (by the so-called Cramer’s rule). If we define Qo, . ..~ Q,, 
in E by the same expressions (it makes sense to do it because fi, . . . . f,, are 
defined in E and 1, fb are non-zero constants) we get Q = Q0 + .. L 
Qn E Y”(E; C) satisfying Q not identically zero in C’ and Q . f = 1 in G 
(since QlS.f=Q”. ‘- j 1 in U n S for every S). Thus f is in .‘#&,( C’; C). 
Cclse (b). Let (jj),“= , be a sequence in 39,. By Lemma 4.1 we know that 
there are f E X%( li; C), X~E CJ, a subnet (.fi.,)31c, of (f,)T= , such that 
(fj,),, , converges to j’in the sense of the topology T”, and, for every linite- 
dimensional vector subspace S of E with x0 ES, we have f / Sn U in 
%‘E.! ,( U; C). Since II f 11%‘ d r it is enough to show that f E SSTt~., ,( U; C). This 
is trtvial if f is identically zero in U. We suppose that this is not the case. 
For every S we consider Ps, Q”EP,(S: C) such that ,f(x). Q’(X)= P"(x) 
for each x E S n U and Qs not identically zero in U n S. Now we consider 
the Taylor series developments of Ps, Q’, and f in a neighborhood of .x0 in 
Sn u: 
ps = ps + p” 
0 1, Q”=Q;+Q;, 
j=O 
Here Pi, Q~E@, Pf, Q~EP(‘S; @),.f,~y(jE; C), Jo N. By the unicity of 
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the Taylor series development the equality Ps = Q” .fin a neighborhood of 
x0 in U n S implies the following equalities in S: 
f,Q;=Pt 
fiQ;+hQ:=Pf 
fiQ~+fi-~Q~=O for j>2. 
As we saw in the proof of Lemma 4.1 we can always consider 
j-(x,,) = f0 # 0. We have two possibilities to consider: 
(1) For every finite-dimensional vector subspace S of E such that 
x0 E S there is another such vector subspace S’ 3 S satisfying PO”’ = 0. 
(2) There is a finite-dimensional vector subspace So of E such that 
x0 E S, and for every other such subspace S of E, S 3 S, we have Pt # 0. 
In case (l), if Pt’= 0 it follows that Q;f’ = 0 since f0 # 0. Then 
f,Qf’=Pf’ and&P,Qf’=O for jZ2. Since Q”#O and Qt’=O, we must 
have Qf’ # 0 in an open dense subset of Un S’. Thus J;;- 1 is identically 
zero in this set and fj- 1 1 S’ = 0 for j > 2. Therefore f is constant in S’ n U. 
But under our hypothesis of case (1) it follows that f is constant in U and 
hencef Ea&,,(U; C)C~;,~,(U;Q=). 
In case (2) with no loss of generality we may suppose that Pt = 1 for 
every finite-dimensional vector subspace S of E containing So. It follows 
that Qt=l/f,and Q~=P~/fo--fl/f~’ m S. If we replace these values in the 
equations f,Q~+f,_,Q~=O for j>2 we get in S 
f.-l ipSJ-l.fl h ~-- 
fo 1 f; fo* 
If for some ja 2, fjP 1 # 0 in E we have fi- 1(~) # 0 for every x in an open 
dense subset V of E. Hence 
p”(x) =fiW fj(x) --~ 1 
fo &l(X) 
for every x E S n V. For all those S such that S n V # 4 the right-hand side 
of the above equation defines a continuous function in an open dense 
subset Vn S of U n S and (by the left-hand side) it has a continuous linear 
extension to S equal to Pf. Since the right-hand side is independent of the 
S we consider, by defining 
pi(x) =fiW fjcd --~ 
fo J;.-,(x) 
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for XE V we get a continuous function in V which has a linear extension 
P,E,Y(‘E;@). We may take 
p, f, p, =jy-yy%C) 
and we get Q, jS=Qf. HenceS.(Q, + QO)= P, + PO where Qo= l/f;, and 
P,= 1 in U with Q,+ Q, #O. HencefEW;.l,(U: C). 
If for any j>, 2 we have f; , = 0 in E, then .f‘ is constant in U and it 
belongs to W&J C’; 6:) c 3;;. ,,( C’; C). C&ED. 
The question of density of rational functions in the set of holomorphic 
functions over compact subsets of Banach spaces was examined by Matos 
in [S]. 
5. BEST NON-NORMABLE METRIC APPROXIMATION BY 
POLYNOMIAL OPERATORS 
In this section L?, F, and G are complex Banach spaces and F= G*. We 
denote .%$(E; F) the complex vector space of all mappings from E into F 
which are bounded over the bounded subsets of E. The set of all bounded 
subsets of E is indicated by b(E). If BE h(E) and ,f~ &(E; F) we set 
Ilf’il~=suP { Ilf(t)lI; te B). 
The locally convex topology th in .9$(E; F) generated by the family of semi- 
norms (I! . II ABE h(E) is metrizable. A corresponding metric defining this 
topology is given by 
I Ilf- An 
Is- ‘I = ~~, ~ 1 + Iif’- gl! ’ 16” 
where (B,),= , is an increasing sequence of elements of 6(E) such that 
E= IJr=, B, and every BE h(E) is contained in some B, (e.g., 
B, = (X E E; llxll <n}, 1, 2, . ..). It is obvious that this metric depends on the 
sequence (B,),“= , we take, but it is quite simple to see that all the results 
we are going to prove will be true for any one of these metrics. In order 
to simplify our notation we choose B,l = {xe E; li.~/I <n}, n= 1, 2, . . . . As it 
was shown in Example 2.1(b) (with p = 1) the function q(f) = Ifi = if- Oj 
for fs&( E; F) is an element of ,Y((&(E; F), 7b)) with diam 1 .I = 1. We 
denote by 7: the locally convex topology in &“,(I!$ F) generated by the 
seminorms PK.=, where K is a compact subset of E and z E G (see Sect. 3 
where we first considered P,+). Hence 7: c zh. It is clear that the topology 
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o* in &(E; F) generated by the seminorms pIxj,= with x E E and z E G is 
such that w* c t$. 
5.1. LEMMA. For r E [0, 1) the set 
.C2,= {~E.@JE; F); IfI <r} 
is a*-closed, hence z,*-closed in .qb(E; F). 
Proof: First we suppose that there is j” in the o*-closure of C$ not 
belonging to LSr. Hence ISI > r and there is a net (fa)acA in 9, converging 
to f for the o* topology. We consider p = 2 - ‘( If.1 - r) > 0 and k E N such 
that 
“C, I-” 1 11:1”/4; >r+p. 
B” 
(4) 
If n E { 1, . . . . k} and 6, > 0, since 
II~‘IIB.=~uP{ If(x)(t)l;xE4z, LEG, lltll d I} 
and 
t 
tER+ -+- 
l+t 
ER’ 
is continuous and increasing, there are X,E B,, t,E G, )I t,,II < 1 such that 
llfll& -2 n If( - 
2 n 1 + Ilfll, 1 + IfbJ~“)l < bn. 
(5) 
Since lim, E A IfJx,)(t,)l = If(x,)(t,)l, for a given p,>O there is LY,EA 
such that CYE A, aax, implies 
If(%A(tn)l -2. ” Lm”)(LN 
2-” 1 + IfhJ(~,)l 1 + IfxkNfJl cpn. 
Hence, for a 2 CL,, it follows from (5) and (6) that 
2 ” 1 + IS&“N~,)l 
If,(X”)(cl)l > 2-” il-f‘llh _ (p +6 ) 
1 + Il.fll& n ” 
(6) 
(7) 
Now if we consider 6, and P,, such that 
j, (6”+P”)<P 
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and q,~ A such that rO>,zy, for n = 1, . . . . k, it follows from (7) and (4) that 
i2” IfAX”N~“)l 
“7-l 1 + Ifzb,)(tn)l ”
for every z >, x0. Thus 
If,1 B i 2-” l $; 
” -1 J! &, 
> i 2-” Ifa( > r 
/ 
n-l 1 + If,(x,,)(t,,)i 
for all r z r,,. But this is impossible since J1 E ~2, for every a E A. Hence we 
must havefc 9,. QED. 
5.2. THEORE.M. (a) If Q is u vector .&space of &(E; F) containing 
.Ym(E; F), then *Pm(E; F) has the Chehyshev center property (hence, it is 
proximinal) in % relative to 1 . I. 
(b) If W is a T,*-closed subset of Ym(E; F) and Q is a vector subspace 
of &(E; F) containing I#‘“, then -Kr has the Chebyshev center proper!): 
(hence, it is proximinal) in ,% relative to 1 /. 
Proof: Part (a) will follow from Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 5.1 if we 
show that for each r,-bounded subset .“A of .FJE; F) and each r E [0, I ). the 
set 
is z,*-compact. Let k > 0 be such that k/( 1 + k) > r. If PE pm(E; F) and 
QES? are such that l(P-Qll,>,k for allj= 1, 2, . . . . then 
IP-Ql>, f 2-/&=&>r 
i- I 
and P 4 Q + gr. Hence, if PE K,(9) and Q E 9, there is Jo ( 1,2, . ..} such 
that 
It follows that 
IIPIIrr,<k+ IIQIl.,<k+ sup IlQll.,=k+C< +,x 
Q E :I3 
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SUP lIPIJ.,<k+C< +=. 
PE K,(ir)) 
Thus K,(3) is contained in the closed ball of center 0 and radius k + C in 
pm(E; F) with respect to the norm 11. IiR,. We denote this ball by ~2. We 
know that for every P E ,q,,( E; F) 
P’f Pi (P,E:Y(~E; F), j=O, . . . . m) 
i = 0 
where 
P,(x) =~ J, :, = ,~ d3. I 
for every x E B, (see Nachbin [9]). It follows that 
for all P E 53 and j = 0, . . . . m. Hence 
sup IIP(x)!l <(k+C) f I;xlli< +co 
PE3 j=O 
and 54(x) = {P(x); P E 9) is c(F, G)-relatively compact for every x E E. If 
K is a compact subset of E and z E G we have 
supp,,(P) < (k + C) lizI f sup IJfllj< +co. 
PE% j-0 tE:K 
Hence 9 is r$-bounded. By the generalized Montel’s theorem C2 is T$- 
relatively compact in X(E, (F, a(F, G))). In order to prove that 2? is r$- 
compact it is enough to show that 53 is r,*-closed in #(E; (F, o(F, G))). 
Let (PA, I be a net in 2 r,$-convergent tofE &‘( E; (F, a(F, G))). We have 
lim,., P,(x)(z) =f(x)(z) for every x E E and ZE G. This implies that f is of 
the form 
f(x)= f Qib-) VXEE 
j=O 
with Q,(X) = A~(x, . . . . x) = AixJ, Vx E E, where Ai is a j-linear mapping from 
E’ into F. Hence f is a polynomial (not necessarily continuous) of degree 
less than or equal to m. Since I P,(x)(z)1 <k + C for x E B,, ZE G, llzll = 1, 
we get [j(x)(z)/ <k+ C for XE B,, ZE G, lIzI/ = 1. This means that 
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SUP,~~~, I.f(x)ll d k + C. But we know that a polynomial bounded over the 
unit ball is continuous. Therefore ,/EY~(E; F) and f~9:. Since K,(.%?) is 
contained in the t,*-compact subset % of :Pm(E; F) it is enough to prove 
that K,(a) is r,*-closed in 9’,(E; F) in order to show that KJ.3) is rz-com- 
pact. Tf P E q,(E; F) is the $-limit of a net (P,),, , of K,(9), we have 
P, - Q E 9, for every r E I and Q E 9. Since 9r is rz-closed in &(E; F) by 
Lemma 5.1, it follows that P-Q = lim,,, P, - QG 9,. Hence PE K,(a) as 
was our objective. 
Part (b) follows from Lemma 2.3, Lemma 5.1, and from the fact that 
for every .D r,-bounded in %,( E; F) and every Y E [0, 1 ), the set 
is r,*-compact. Q.E.D. 
We note that for every n <m the vector subspace :Y(“E; F) is r,*-closed 
in :Yn,(E; F). Hence part (b) of Theorem 5.2 implies that ,Y(“E; F) is 
proximinal in &(E; F) with respect o 1 .I. 
With the methods of this paper we cannot prove results of best 
approximation by holomorphic or rational mappings relative to 1.1. The 
problem is that, in general, the set of holomorphic mappings, correspond- 
ing to K,, !(B) of Lemma 2.3, is not r,*-compact. 
6. BEST APPROXIMATIOS RY FINITE RANK OPERATORS 
As we have considered before E, F, and G are complex Banach spaces 
with F= G* and U is a non-empty bounded open subset of E. In /“‘(U; F) 
and in Yb(E; F) we consider their subsets 1 z( CT; F) and &(E; F) of all 
mappings whose images are contained in vector subspaces of F with finite 
dimension GN. Then we consider 
.+f’,“(U;F)=.X”(U; F)nl$(U; F) 
c~‘v(nE: F) = 3(“E; F) n !,z( U; F) 
.“p;( E; F) = ;s1,,( E; F) n I ;. ( U; F) 
g’” ~m.n~.,V(U; F)=:8$,,,,(U; F)nl,Q(U; F). 
We recall the following results 
6.1. THEOREM. .Yv( ‘E; F) = L&(E; F) is w*-closed in :Y( ‘E; F) = 
5f’(E; F). 
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This result is due to K. Floret (see [5]). 
6.2. THEOREM. For un open subset U of E there are complex Banach 
spaces H T;’ and co E Y?“( U; H j?) with the following universul property: for 
every complex Bunach space H and every f E Z”“( U; H) there is a unique 
T,.EP(‘H~; H)=Y(Hz; H) such that TfccLJ=~ and IIT,(( = IIfII. 
This result has been communicated to us by Jorge Mujica and it will be 
published later. 
It is easy to prove the following corollary to these two theorems: 
6.3. COROLLARY. Pp”(“E; F), PE(E; F), .%;,,,,JU; F), and %;(U; F) 
are t,*-closed in P(“E; F), .Yf(E; F), ,%(“m.,,( U; F), Z”( U; F), respectively. 
With this corollary and Theorems 3.1, 4.1, 4.2, 5.2 we get immediately 
the following results. 
6.4. THEOREM. (i) S”(“E; F) and Pf,(E; F) have the relative 
Chebyshev center property in I”( U; F). 
(ii) <q“‘(“E; F) and 9’z(E; F) have the relative Chebyshev center 
property in .S$( E; F) with respect to 1. I. 
(iii) 9?;(n:,.n),N (U; F) has the relative Chehyshev center property in 
l”(U; F) when dim(E)< +co. 
(iv) .X$( U; F) has the relative Chebyshev center property in 1 “(U; F). 
Part (i) of this theorem was proved by Roversi [ 123 for ,Y”(“E; F), 
n E N, and by Deutsch et al. [4] for 9’“( ‘E; F) with direct proofs. 
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